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introduction

A POSITIVE FORECAST
– BUT WITH CAUTION
We all breathed a collective sigh of
relief that 2010 saw – for the most
part – significant recovery for our
industry compared to 2009. In fact the
final results for the year were possibly
better than expected, with Best &
Most announcing an increase of 13% in
global sales to a retail value
of US$39bn.

Korea and Thailand. I hope you have had a
chance to visit all of them this week.
In selecting our new exhibitors, we are
working hard to support the growth of new
and growing categories such as fashion &
accessories, jewellery and watches, gifts

POSITIVE WEEK
ALL ROUND
While final figures are yet to be confirmed, TFWA
reports a very positive result here this week, with
visitors to TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE
on-track to exceed last year’s figure of 1,912.

and children’s items, and confectionery and
fine foods. Wine is also a growing category
within travel retail and the liquor sector
generally is much better represented this

Erik Juul-Mortensen, TFWA president,
said: “The aisles have been busy and
exhibitors have reported high-quality
meetings. We have been particularly
delighted to see so many of our
friends from Japan here, in spite of
the difficult circumstances.”

We all – sensibly – acted cautiously last

year. It’s vital that we research trends in

year; including TFWA, as we continued

the market, predict future developments

to challenge ourselves on our own costs,

and listen to feedback, not just from our

looking carefully at areas where we could

visitors but from our final customers – the

reduce and streamline expenditure without

travellers, who clearly want and expect a

impacting on our services to members and

wider retail offer at a wider range of price

At the end of Wednesday, visitors were up

the industry as a whole.

points. I hope you agree that we are on our

+14% and companies up +14% on the same

2010 did show a marked improvement

way to fulfilling our promise here this week.

stage last year, with indications of a normal

for the industry – reflected in highly

While last year was a much improved year

pattern of registration by region.

successful shows for us, both in Singapore

for most of us, we cannot rest on our laurels

Juul-Mortensen concluded: “The response

and Cannes, while the first MEDFA event

and assume that 2011 will be even better.

to this year’s Conference and Workshops

in Cairo was extremely well supported.

We can hope for continued recovery, of

has been very encouraging, with 780

Despite our own economies, we

course, but we have seen already this year

delegates attending over the course of

maintained our mission of providing top

how outside influences can dramatically and

the day – significantly up on last year. The

class business events, backed by pristine,

seriously affect travel patterns. The peoples

ONE2ONE meetings service has again

elegant and enjoyable social networking

of Australia, New Zealand and Japan have

proved very popular with 40 airports taking

opportunities. In 2011, we have been

had, no doubt, the worst start to 2011 in

part, and this is now an integral and very

able to recommence our valued research

their living memories. As an industry we

much appreciated element of the week.

programme and last year teamed up with

must reflect on how lucky and privileged

“Combined with a busy exhibition floor

Horizon Consumer Science to produce a

we are to be on a general upward curve and

and some most enjoyable and well

significant new research database.

join together to help those less fortunate in

attended social events, I very much hope

The results of all our research projects are,

whatever way we can.

all participants here this week are as

of course, available to TFWA members free

encouraged by the positive ‘vibe’ as I

of charge – a key benefit currently offering

have been.”

valuable insights into Europe, the Middle
East, Russia, India, China, Japan and Asia
Pacific. Regularly updated, this research is
a key benefit TFWA offers to its members.
TFWA members and exhibitors represent
all sectors of an industry which is
constantly growing and attracting new

Alessandra Visconti
Vice-President Corporate, TFWA

blood in terms of products and brands.
We have worked hard to reflect this in our
exhibitor mix here this week.

SUNIL TULI
RE-ELECTED
APTRA PRESIDENT

Particularly pleasing is that more Asian
brands are here this week than ever,
exhibiting side by side with well known
international names and brands. These
include companies from India, Japan, South

Frédéric Garcia-Pelayo
Vice-President Finance, TFWA

At the Annual General Meeting of the
Asia Pacific Travel Retail Association
(APTRA) yesterday, it was announced
that Sunil Tuli of King Power Group
had been re-elected President for a
fourth two-year term.

TFWA World Exhibition
2011 change
of dates

Jaya Singh of Kraft Foods World Travel

Please note that the new dates for this

Retail continues as Treasurer and Sebastien
Clausen of Imperial Tobacco (Asia) remains
as APTRA Secretary.

Among the matters discussed at the

Following the resignation of Steven Clarke of

meeting was the urgent need for members

the Australian Duty Free Association, Steffen

to convince fellow stakeholders in the duty

Brandt of Heinemann Asia Pacific was

free and travel retail industry in their own

year’s TFWA World Exhibition in Cannes are

elected to fill the vacant place on the Board.

country to join APTRA. By doing so they will

18-23 September 2011, instead of October

Eva Yu of L’Oreal Luxury Product Division

be helping to support its efforts to protect

as previously announced. The change of

takes over the position on the Board

the industry in the Asia Pacific region

timing follows the announcement by French

previously occupied by her colleague Olivier

from the many threats it currently faces.

President Nicolas Sarkozy that the City of

Dubos. Sunil Tuli thanked his colleagues

Further details of APTRA, its activities

Cannes has been chosen as the venue for

on the Board for their support over the past

and membership can be found at

the G20 meeting in early November 2011.

year and welcomed the new members.

www.aptra.asia
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singapore swing party

singapore
swing party

Acrobats, fire breathers and opera singers were just some of the acts on show at the circus-themed
Singapore Swing Party at the Tanjong Beach Club on Sentosa Island last night. Guests sipped
champagne and tucked into the delicious buffet, while socialising on the private beach.
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Key brands
enter TFWA
Asia Pacific
& GATE
ONE2ONE

01

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE is established as a key event
in the calendars of countless leading international brands. This
year, there are 58 companies either exhibiting for the first time or
returning after an absence. Here, we report on a selection.

Tommy
Hilfiger 01

Bache-Gabrielsen and
Dupuy Cognac 02

Scandinavian
Tobacco Group 03

Stand H4

Stand Q5

Stand D6

Who are you?

Who are you?

What are your objectives?

Who are you?

Tommy Hilfiger is a global premium lifestyle

Our company has been selecting, aging and

Our objective is to make some good contacts

The new Scandinavian Tobacco Group (STG),

brand with an American inspiration. We are

bottling some of the best and rarest Cognacs

and to establish long-term partnerships.

including Swedish Match and Lane Ltd-USA,

classic American Cool – timeless, iconic,

since 1852 with our Dupuy brand, and since

We also want to answer, in the best possible

is the leading producer of cigars in the world,

preppy America with a twist.

1905 with our Bache-Gabrielsen brand.

way, the demands of our customers.

making three billion cigars per year (115

Today, the company is still 100%-owned by

Who buys your products?

the Bache-Gabrielsen family.

million of them by hand), more than 2,175

What is your USP?

tons of pipe tobacco and 2,100 tons of fine-cut

We produce some very fine and smooth

tobacco. Leading pipe tobacco brands include

and accessories, casual classic with a twist,

Who buys your products?

Cognacs, blending some very old ‘eaux-

Erinmore, Borkum Riff, Clan, Half and Half,

updated, re-imagined, giving everyone their

We historically sell our Cognacs mostly in

de-vies’ selected by our master blender.

W.Ø. Larsen and Captain Black.

personal look. In airports, our core clientele

Scandinavia and in travel retail. In 2009, we

This kind of taste is very much appreciated

are businessmen, aged 30-50 years, who

established our own subsidiary in the US

by our customers. With Dupuy and Bache-

Who buys your products?

like to be dressed classic.

and we are now also focusing our efforts

Gabrielsen, we have won some of the top

Men and women in the 21+ age group, and

strongly on the Asian markets. We supply

awards. Bache-Gabrielsen & Dupuy is

over 60 years, depending on the shape and

Why exhibit now?

some of the best bars and restaurants

still a family-owned house, respectful of

size of the cigar. Today STG is able to offer

Tommy Hilfiger Group just created a Global

around the world.

tradition, while also featuring modern,

products suitable to all age levels.

We offer womenswear, menswear, kidswear

Duty Free & Travel Retail Department to

elegant, classy packaging.

address the specific issues of this channel

Why exhibit now?

Why exhibit now?

and to develop the brand in airports and

It is important for us to participate at TFWA

• To show our new full range of products to

downtown stores. We think that by opening

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE this year as

stores in travel retail, we will better reach

we have been participating at TFWA World

• To exchange information, facts and figures.

and serve our core customers – the affluent

Exhibition in Cannes for many years with

• To be present in a world where

businessmen. Also, the current boom in

good success. We have recently improved

relationships are important.

casualwear benefits our brand.

our packaging and won some of the top

the trade.

medals and awards all around the world,

What are your objectives?

What are your objectives?

and now have a very good offer to satisfy the

• To further extend our leading position in

To meet airport authorities and potential

demand for high-end Cognacs in the travel

retailers to inform them of the new arrival of

retail and Asian markets.

the Tommy Hilfiger brand in travel retail.

Asian duty free markets.
• To meet current and new duty free operators.
• To discuss the new STG brand portfolio.
• To launch our new Café Crème Filter

What is your USP?

and Flavour.

Premium American cool casualwear at an
affordable price and with an easy fit.

What is your USP?
• Largest cigar producer in the world.
• Strong in other tobacco products.
• Leading brands within global duty free.
• Flexibility of choice in other leading
tobacco products.
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02

04
05

03

04

THANN 04

Piquadro 05

Stand C6

Stand C18

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Who are you?

What are your objectives?

THANN-Oryza Co Ltd was established in

As we are growing fast with our own

Piquadro is an innovative Italian

Our main objective is to build stronger,

2002 to manufacture and market reliable

flagship stores worldwide, we see great

leathergoods company specialising in

closer relationships with our partners,

natural skincare products under the

opportunities to expand our business

business and travel items, with a unique

potential clients and the travel retail

THANN brand, using Asian innovation,

into travel retail channels, including

and distinctive brand identity based on three

community as a whole through a first-class

natural ingredients and contemporary

international airports and airlines, as well

positioning elements: design, comfort and

event. Our aim is to use TFWA Asia Pacific

design. THANN is a range of natural hair

as into international hotel chains.

technology. The high quality of the products,

& GATE ONE2ONE as a platform to meet

and skincare products formulated from

the innovative design and clever features, all

our existing partners to follow-up on our

botanicals derived by combining the

What are your objectives?

contribute to making it an aspirational brand

business activities and projections, but also

art of natural therapy with the modern

To build the network with other business

with a premium positioning.

to look for new markets and opportunities.

dermatological science. Aiming to offer

partnerships and introduce the THANN

our customers a lifestyle of total wellness,

brand to travel retail channels, especially

Who buys your products?

What is your USP?

THANN provides quality products and

in Asia.

The Piquadro brand appeals to professionals

Piquadro means the best Italian style and

and executives – well-educated men and

quality applied to functional and hi-tech

services through its design, innovation,
professional retail staff, and worldwide

What is your USP?

women belonging to the medium-upper

business and travel items. The main concept

distributors in over 20 countries, with 80

THANN is well-known for its unique

social classes, and with a keen eye for

behind the design of every product is all

shops and 20 spas.

packaging and product design, which has

Italian style and high quality to complement

in the ‘Tech inside’ payoff of the Piquadro

won many design awards such as the G-

their busy lifestyles.

brand and our items are created both with

Who buys your products?

MARK Award 2005 from Japan, and the

THANN customer profiles and target groups:

Design for Asia Award 2005 from Hong

Why exhibit now?

are conceived to make it easy to carry

• 70% female, 30% male

Kong Design Center. Our core ingredients

The main reason is to increase worldwide

technological devices such as mobile

• 70% of the customers in their 30s

of Rice Bran Oil and botanical essential

awareness of the Piquadro brand by

phones, PDAs, laptop computers

• Well-educated and upper middle to high

oils combined with modern dermatological

following a strategy of retail growth within

and tablets.

science make THANN a reliable, natural

the duty free and travel retail industry.

cosmetics brand. We are also the only Thai

Through exhibiting, we can present our

working in the advertising, marketing and

skincare brand with distribution channels in

products in a prestige environment and have

design fields

more than 20 countries, with 80 shops and

the chance to enhance business networking

20 spas worldwide.

opportunities within the Asia Pacific region.

income people
• Design conscious people, for example

• People working in the high-end

and for high technology: Bags and cases

hospitality business, e.g. hotels, spas,
restaurants and airlines
• Trend-setters who travel to exotic
destinations and search for niche, high
quality brands.
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01

02

03

Classic,
Casual
Style

kapur
“Fashion that has
some element of
timelessness,
that ages
gracefully, is a
great investment,”
01 Bally is excited about the ever-increasing profile
of men’s bags and the opportunity that presents,
especially as a younger generation of fashionable men
invest in different bags to suit their diverse lifestyle.
02 Polaroid Eyewear is launching its Best
Under the Sun collection this year – a range of
‘greatest hits’ from its design archives featuring
sunglasses dating from the 1930s to the 1980s.
03 Lacoste international travel retail director
Catherine Bonelli said that classic and casual, along
with preppy fashion, will be making a comeback.
04 Tintamar – “Since its launch in travel retail just four
years ago, Tintamar has made an excellent start in
Asia, especially on the airlines, and in parts of Europe.
We have not focused on the US really so far, but with
the reorganisation of our team – Marie Fernandez
looking after Europe and the Americas and Bastien
Combes covering the Middle East and Asia – we are
interested in developing the brand in all markets.”

Travelling consumers are becoming incredibly brand loyal and are
now on the look-out for timeless trends, Jessica Harvey looks at which
fashion and accessories brands have their thumb on the ‘classic
fashion’ pulse and will be hot to stock over the next year.

Giorgio Armani once said:
“The difference between style
and fashion is quality.”

director, LATR (Stands E9 & E19).

but it is not the sort of category which lends

But we may ask, in a depressed economy,

itself to ‘stack them high and sell them

does high-quality luxury fashion still sell

cheap’ as they require space for attractive

well? According to Luxottica (Stand F20)

displays and the items themselves are

And he was right. It’s no secret that

group travel retail director Francis Gros,

often bulky,” said Tintamar (Stand H10)

the creation of good quality garments

“overall luxury was the star performer in

chairman and creative director Edith Petit.

begins with fabrics and materials

2010, growing at +16.5% – that’s $2 billion

That said, there is certainly a formula to

of fantastic quality, but also calls

in additional sales compared to 2009,”

selling. While bright new eye-catching

upon the skills of fashion labels with

reminding that “Asia Pacific was the real

colours may draw the shopper in, it is

craftsmanship and heritage.

engine behind that growth – with the luxury

really the understated and timeless

Hand-in-hand with this, in travel retail,

category growing at +22% in the region.”

styles that are the big sellers.

a new trend is developing: understated

8 – TFWA DAILY

“In travel retail, it’s also about balancing

classic style. Elegantly casual, not

Understated classic style

the classic best selling styles such as the

bawdy or ‘shouty’ – just simple, honest

Indeed, a lot of the success of the category

Aviator or Cat models, with edgier or more

and from great quality beginnings. The

has certainly been linked closely to the

polarizing designs in the shape, fine details

new credentials of a premium apparel

nature of display space in travel retail.

or colours for example,” said Gros. But, as

brand are not its cutting edge style, but

Each item demands the space to catch the

Gros reminded, showing a broad collection

more its nod to timelessness. So let’s

eye of passers-by and, as such, clothing

is actually very important to strike this

take a look what the suppliers say.

and apparel outlets exude class rather

balance. “We need these status models

“Fashion, in general, remains a key vector

than a bargain mentality. “Fashion and

in the range that don’t necessarily sell in

of quality,” said David Dayan, international

accessories are doing well in travel retail,

very high volumes, but appeal to certain

fashion feature
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consumers and demonstrate overall range

For Lacoste (Stand H19), retro is making

right now that future is linked to finding

authority,” he said. Could it be that heads

its comeback in all things casual with the

the balance between classic, timeless

are turned by the peacock range, but

introduction of its Sport Golf line, while the

style and personal small statements

wallets emerge when the safe classics are

“Andy Roddick range is back with a new

using brand names. Strike the right

brought only from the shelf? It seems so.

‘Andy’ signature to distinguish the line and

balance and stores could see a lift in

Timeless retro nostalgic styles go with

a refined heritage look for shorts, polos

footfall as passenger numbers increase.

many things, after all. They’re not just a

and jackets,” said Lacoste international

LATR’s Dayan reminded that “fashion

comfort, but a practical choice that makes

travel retail director Catherine Bonelli,

is the most important reference

sense to the holidaying shopper looking for

hinting that classic and casual, along with

because it establishes your personality.

the next addition to their travel wardrobe.

preppy fashion, will be making a comeback.

Thus we can be sure fashion has still

“Fashion trends seem to be looking

Similarly, Tommy Hilfiger’s Spring/Summer

some future development years”.

backwards at the moment, with retro

2011 inspiration is from the Hamptons

Good news for the industry.

styling being so on-trend,” explained

and reflects cool American casual.

Rebecca Harwood Lincoln, global travel retail

“The casual segment is the future,”

manager, Polaroid Eyewear (Stand M5).

commented Pinault. “The whole

Over at Tommy Hilfiger (Stand H4),

world is more and more casual,”

Briac Pinault, vice president of global

he added, highlighting that “Tommy

duty free & travel retail, concurs that

Hilfiger is also benefiting from the

“consumers now tend to return to

preppy, Ivy League revival.”

Francis Gros, group travel retail director, Luxottica: “We
are currently seeing excellent growth in Asia, the Middle
East and South America. I think the Chinese and Indian
consumers are really coming to the party now, and a key
opportunity to seize more growth in the future is to target
these passengers.”

04

basic, iconic, timeless styles”.

Cool, casual and preppy
Retro styling on-trend

Along with classic style comes purist

So are classic styles a good investment

fashion – the style that spells good things

for travel retailers and consumers alike?

for any label, with consumers buying into

“Fashion that has some element of

just one brand and wearing it from head-

timelessness, that ages gracefully, is a

to-toe as a true loyalist statement.

great investment,” said Hidesign (Stand

According to Pinault, “mono-brand

Q2) president Vikas Kapur. While, over

consumers are a gold mine”, and any

at Polaroid Eyewear, Harwood Lincoln

supplier that manages to create such

highlights that this year the brand is set to

brand loyalty is onto a good thing. At

launch its Best Under the Sun collection

Luxottica, Gros agrees and reminds

– a collection of ‘greatest hits’ from its

that “by growing the pie, everyone will

design archives featuring sunglasses

win, and at the same time we continue

dating from the 1930s to the 1980s. It

to add-value to our brands’ equity”.

seems old really is the new ‘new’.

Fashion has a big future in travel retail, and

TFWA DAILY – 9
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Tommy Hilfiger’s Spring/Summer 2011
inspiration is from the Hamptons and reflects
cool American casual.

Right now, menswear ranges are really
getting some attention. Here are some
of the noteworthy movements in travel
retail that are looking at growing sales
of men’s fashion:

Hidesign

“India is our engine at this time.
We are seeing enormous growth
here, and the real challenge is to
keep up with this growth. Other
areas of growing importance are
the countries surrounding India,
such as Nepal and Sri Lanka, and
South East Asia and Australia.”

Hidesign

“We have a new men’s designer on
board. Some of these designs will be
available at our stand at TFWA Asia
Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.”

Lacoste

“Asia Pacific is a very important
market for Lacoste and we are
confident of consolidating our
existing business and building new
distribution for the brand at TFWA
Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.
Currently, we have 48 points of
sale in Asia with a strong and
growing presence in China.”

Lacoste

“Warm, earthy colours, refined and
elegant shapes, and warm but light
woollen garments inspire the coming
season’s Lacoste Club for Men selection
for travel retail.”

Bally

“What Bally (Stand HS09) is excited
about is the ever-increasing profile
of men’s bags and the opportunity
that presents, especially as a younger
generation of fashionable men invest
in different bags to suit their diverse
lifestyle. Bally has had great success
with the special edition ‘Ryan’ men’s
collection, created to commemorate
DFS’ 50th anniversary. Available only
in selected DFS Galleria stores, the
special collection was tailored to suit
travellers seeking an everyday classic
look and includes two men’s messenger
bags and matching wallets, all featuring
Bally’s distinctive metal crest.”

LATR

“Latin America.”

Luxottica

“We are currently seeing excellent
growth in Asia, the Middle East
and South America. I think the
Chinese and Indian consumers are
really coming to the party now, and
a key opportunity to seize more
growth in the future is to target
these passengers, particularly in
domestic air travel, which brings
huge volumes of passengers in
both countries. I read recently that
by 2029 China will have 1.7 billion
domestic air travellers. That is
a massive number of potential
sunglasses shoppers! An indication
of the future might be taken from
the early success of CDFG in
Sanya; 5,000 transactions from
14,000 passengers in one day is
superb conversion and proves to
everyone that it can be achieved.”

Polaroid
Eyewear

“We think that the largest growth
will come from Asia, especially in
China, Hong Kong and Thailand.”

Silhouette
Eyewear

“Definitely Asia, in particular
China and South Korea, but
other markets like Hong Kong
are doing very well too.”

Tintamar

“Since its launch in travel retail
just four years ago, Tintamar has
made an excellent start in Asia,
especially on the airlines, and
in parts of Europe. We have not
focused on the US really so far,
but with the reorganisation of our
team – Marie Fernandez looking
after Europe and the Americas and
Bastien Combes covering the Middle
East and Asia – we are interested in
developing the brand in all markets.”

Tommy
Hilfiger

“With no doubt, Asia.”

10 – TFWA DAILY

Trend:
Menswear

Vikas Kapur, president, Hidesign: “India is our
engine at this time. We are seeing enormous
growth here, and the real challenge is to keep
up with this growth.”

one2one meetings
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Exhibitor
addendum

A first for Australian airside retail is Melbourne
Airport’s JR Watch Co luxury watch boutique,
which is anchored by Omega.

Fashion & Accessories

K9 – Fratelli Rossetti
Via Cantu 24
20015 Parabiago (MI)
Italy
Tel:.......................................... +33 6 07 45 82 71
E-mail:.................................... sophie.weber@rossetti.it
Web:........................................ www.fratellirossetti.com
Contact:................................... Giovanni Bonatti - General Manager, Worldwide
Sophie Weber - Area Manager, Asia/Travel Retail

Jewellery & Gifts

E02 – AM International
Ringstrasse 2

ONE2ONE with:
MELBOURNE Airport

61476 Kronberg
Germany
Tel:.......................................... +49 172 6872901
E-mail:.................................... wolf@am-international.de
Web:........................................ www.am-international.de
Contact:................................... Wolf Ayen - Managing Director, Worldwide excl. Americas
Klaus Mellin - Director, Worldwide excl. Americas
Victor Garcia - Vice President (CTI International Group), Americas

The ONE2ONE meetings service includes a strong
delegation from Australia. Serving 28 million
passengers a year, one of Melbourne Airport’s key
retail offers is that it is a single terminal precinct
ensuring choice, diversity and convenience for
passengers. The current expansion of the international
terminal further strengthens the retail offer.

A29 – Elle (Topbrands)

The expanded international terminal

will be well serviced by the

Topbrands (HK) Ltd

was opened in November 2010, with

expanded international terminal

Suite 703 7/F, Harbour Centre Tower II

final completion due later this year – it

and its new retail offerings. Further

8 Hok Cheung Street

consists of an additional 6,000sqm.

developments will be made to meet

“The continuing international growth

this continued growth,” explained

Hunghum

Deborah Price, retail strategy

Kowloon

manager, Melbourne Airport.

Hong Kong

The Nuance duty free and Australian
concepts are particularly strong with

Tel:.......................................... +852 2362 6300

departing passengers, while a first

E-mail:.................................... tammy@elle-time.com, info@elle-time.com

for Australian airside retail is the JR

Web:........................................ www.elle-time.com, www.ellejewelry.com

Watch Co luxury watch boutique, which

Contact:................................... Tammy Gorali - Sales, Worldwide

is anchored by Omega.

Kim Chen - Sales, Worldwide
Guido Jenniges - Sales Representative, Worldwide

The overall retail offering is
underpinned by a strong food
and beverage aspect, reflecting
Melbourne’s reputation as Australia’s
food capital and including concept

Wine & Spirits

stores by two of Australia’s most

P02 – Douglas Laing & Co Ltd

celebrated chefs.

18 Lynedoch Crescent

a range of retail offers that appeal

Glasgow G3 6EQ

to all of our passengers,” said Price.

United Kingdom

“Melbourne Airport’s objective is to

“Melbourne Airport aims to deliver

meet with new retailers who wish to
Tel:.......................................... +44 141 333 9242

grow in the Asia Pacific region.”

Fax:......................................... +44 141 333 9245
E-mail:.................................... fred.laing@douglaslaing.com
Web:........................................ www.douglaslaing.com
Contact:................................... Fred Laing - Joint Managing Director, Global Duty Free
Stewart Laing - Joint Managing Director, Europe/Far East

The overall retail offering
is underpinned by a strong
food and beverage aspect,
reflecting Melbourne’s
reputation as Australia’s
food capital.
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New collections

Regional
dedication

Morgan & Oates’ inflight business outside

colours are lilac, pink, blue and green, either

Europe continues to build with new listings

in a spot design on a beige background, or

Parlux Fragrances – a returning

on American Airlines, Bahrain Air, China

as a floral design on a creamy background.

exhibitor at this year’s show – has

Airlines, Etihad, Eva Air and Saudi Airlines.

Additionally, plain wraps are offered in a

reported a successful exhibition,

Key to the company’s success is its superb

variety of colours such as cream, vanilla,

showcasing a number of scents

range of Cashmere/Merino wraps and

lilac and pink. Innovative and creative

aimed at the Asian market.

scarves, with regularly changing designs

packaging enables the consumer to view the

“I really enjoy being here because there

and colours that mix contemporary and

product inside.

are now a number of countries that are

classic looks.

emerging in this region. It’s good to meet

The company is showing new designs

people in the industry and to share the

for its Cashmere/Merino mix wraps with

products that we’re exhibiting,” said

pastels and plains, hand-painted florals and

Lesbia Roner-Hansen, vice president,

stripes. New colours are also being added

international sales. “The new products

to the company’s 100% Crushed Silk Wrap

and brands are very targeted for Asia and

Collection, available either flat packed or

this shows our dedication to the region.”

twisted into a long roll within a see-through

Among the products being presented

zip bag. Retailing for approximately $30, the

are fragrances from Rihanna, Paris

Silk Wraps are already proving to be a huge

Hilton and Jessica Simpson.

also highlighted China, Vietnam and

hit in 2011.

While the company’s products are well

Thailand as vital markets in the region.

Latest addition is the new 100% cashmere

represented in the likes of Singapore,
Indonesia and Japan, Roner-Hansen

Asian
spirit

Stand M10

Stand B12

Ring Shawl in a range of colours and
designs. Competitively priced at $120, initial

Rugged
watches

is already listed with King Power Group
in Thailand, where a Mekhong bag is also
offered as a gift with purchase.
Chang Beer is also one of the products
that has received a lot of attention on the
International Beverage stand and among

International Beverage is making

the new products being introduced is the

Harston Group is showcasing a new range of

the most of the opportunity to meet

Balblair 1995 Vintage.

watches – Invicta. It is the global distributor

existing and potential new clients as it

Referring to his aims for the remainder

for the range, which the company is showing

presents its latest products at TFWA

of the exhibition, James Bateman, global

here at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

travel retail manager, said: “We want to

for the first time. “What attracted us was the

Among the products being presented is

reaffirm the relationship of our brands

ruggedness of the watches,” said Margaret

Mekhong, which is Thailand’s first spirit.

with existing customers, get some new

Taylor, managing director, Harston Group.

The product has been well received and

business, and also introduce Danny, our

“The watches are very rugged and sturdy.

Korndanai (Danny) Nuntasen, key account

new key account manager, to our clients

The men’s range is aimed at the 20-40 years

manager, travel retail Asia, explained that it

in the region.”

old age group. There is also a ladies range.”

is especially popular with Russian travellers
who visit Thailand on leisure holidays. It

Stand M1

Pranda's
ambitious
plans

Invicta changes its range each season and
Taylor is confident they will be very popular
in Asia Pacific. She said: “Invicta is very
popular in the US and the brand is now
branching out to other parts of the world.”
Harston Group has enjoyed a busy show.
Other watch brands being presented include:
Puma, Esprit, Jacques Lemans – which
is very strong inflight, Alexadra Plata and

Pranda Jewelry, which is well established
in the global jewellery industry, is now
aiming to build a strong presence in travel
retail.
The first-time exhibitor currently manages
a portfolio of brands, which includes its own
and licensed brands, including Prima Art,
Baldessarini and V&A.
“Securing inflight listings is currently a priority,
but we’re also looking at international airports,”
explained Chanat Sorakraikitikul, brand
management director. “Travel retail is a longterm investment and it’s a good way for us to
increase our brand awareness worldwide.”
Following a busy two days in the exhibition,
Sorakraikitikul added: “We’ve had some very
significant meetings so we’re very pleased
with how it’s going.”

Stand A17
12 – TFWA DAILY

Jacques Farel Kids – which is popular in Asia.

Stand P24/P26
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as new business development manager for the

the Asia Pacific launch of Glenfiddich Age

Expanded
AP team

Indian subcontinent. He will be supported by

of Discovery – a 19-year-old travel retail

Kate Minner, new trade marketing manager

exclusive aimed at the gifting market.

for the Middle East, Indian subcontinent, Asia

Singapore also sees the launch of batch three

Pacific and Australasia. Ian Taylor, global

of The Balvenie Forty – the most outstanding

marketing manager travel retail, William

expression of the handcrafted single malt.

William Grant & Sons is investing in Asia

Grant & Sons, said: “It is the largest team we

“We are also introducing our Asia Pacific

Pacific with a strengthened regional travel

have ever had covering Asia Pacific. We are

customers to Tullamore Dew, our latest and

retail team. The company will have three

also setting up a regional hub in Singapore.”

largest-ever acquisition,” said Taylor.

regional managers – Kelvin Ng, based in Hong

He continued: “In terms of our five-year

William Grant & Sons has a nine-strong

Kong, Rajiv Bhatia, covering the Middle East,

planning, we have highlighted Asia Pacific

team at the show, including Rita Greenwood,

and a new regional manager in Australia,

and the Middle East, as they are the largest

managing director, global travel retail.

which it is currently looking to employ. In

growth areas.”

addition, Neeraj Sharma has been appointed

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE sees

Stand J2

Charmed by Guess
“We don’t sell, people buy,” said David

Charmed by Guess, a charm bracelet

Dayan, international director jewellery travel

with seasonal charms that you can

retail division, Guess Jewellery – L.A.T.R.

buy separately, is a popular choice for

So confident is he about the brand’s

airlines and Dayan has also helped to

popularity around the world that he is letting

create special presentation boxes with

the buyers come to him.

transparent windows for other jewellery

“It is an easy sell – but that is only because

items sold inflight.

we have worked hard to build its reputation,”

“Orders are already coming our way this

said Dayan. “Guess has set up a travel

week – there is lots of room for growth,”

retail department and has created special

said Dayan.

furniture, which offers 140 pieces on a selfserve gondola.”

Stand E9

Global
ambition
Ajmal’s latest launches Accord Violet and

Modern
luxury

Accord Boise are helping the company to

Swarovski is introducing its new Autumn/

The company is also drawing on its expertise

Winter 2011 ‘Wings of Fantasy’ collection

in perfumery to create scents that last for

here at the show. Christiane Runge,

longer on the skin and, with a number of

senior sales manager, travel retail Asia

different products at various price points,

Pacific, said the feedback from buyers

there is something to suit everyone.

has been fantastic. The jewellery features

“We have managed to strike a good balance

a range of colours, including teal,

between being listed on airlines and gaining

diamond and dark purple.

space in airport shops and we would like

Swarovski is also broadening its

this to continue,” said Al Hajeb. “Our new

assortment with licences. It is launching

scents are 75ml and they come in a compact

a collection of Hello Kitty jewellery and

box so we hope they will be well received.”

grow its business around the world.
“The scents have French names, which is in
line with this commitment and the travel retail
channel is key to helping us achieve this goal,"
said Maysan Al-Hajeb, head – travel retail, Ajmal.

figures. “We are diversifying and seeing

Stand C2

how we can use crystals on items
other than the traditional jewellery,”
explained Runge.
The company is extending its assortment of
watches with a new men’s collection. This
will receive a pre-launch in the autumn in
China, Japan and the Middle East, before
being launched worldwide.
Among Swarovski’s successful novelties are
its pens, which have exceeded expectations.

Crazy
about
cologne

to be played in cinemas, although
it may be cut for television too.
“Filming the models in the water was
technically difficult but we think the end
result effectively showcases the fresher,
younger interpretation of the brand,”

Available in a range of colours, they now

said director international sales Christof

feature an integrated USB stick. A necklace

Sauke. “Strategically we want to establish
a younger brand and build a house of

is also available with an integrated USB
stick. Runge described these as examples of

Advertising can play a pivotal role

perfumes around the 4711 range.”

Swarovski’s diversification and innovation.

in the success of your brand and

Other new novelties include an

“The show has been great. We have met

Maurer & Wirtz’s new commercial,

innovative perfumed mousse, a range of

a lot of good, existing customers and new

featuring its Nouveau Cologne – a

aromatherapy spa products (such as body

ones too,” commented Runge. “Swarovski

lighter version of the classic 4711 – is

oil and hand wash) and a Juniper Berry

is modern, affordable luxury.”

sure to attract the right attention.

& Marjoram scented Acqua Colonia.

Stand E30

Featuring models deep under water,
the 60-second commercial is expected

Stand J4
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MEDFA conference
A meeting of the MEDFA Board took place yesterday. The Board
meets regularly to discuss common areas of interest for members.
Following the meeting, John Sime, MEDFA president, provided the
TFWA Daily with an update on this year’s MEDFA conference.
Taking place at the Murooj Rotana
Hotel in Dubai on 21-22 November,
the conference, organised by TFWA,
will focus on challenges of the future.

Sime explained
that the 2011
MEDFA
conference
programme is
currently
being finalised
and will
include "a
blockbuster
line-up of
speakers".

“We have a blockbuster line-up of speakers,
including Gary Chapman, president of Dnata
– the fourth largest airport services company
in the world. We are finalising the conference
programme and social programme, and are
looking forward to welcoming delegates to
Dubai. There are also lots of sponsorship
opportunities,” said Sime.
He was elected MEDFA president in April
and described it as a great honour to take
up the position and to have the support of
his peers. “I aim to keep a firm hand on the
tiller and continue the good work of Anthony
Chalhoub,” commented Sime.

Inflight
excellence

Faisal Kabir,
operation & sales
manager, Sarban
International

“I’ve managed to
meet all of my
suppliers so far,
which is great. It’s
been going very
well and we’ve
been winning more
brands for our
own duty free at
Hazrat Shahjalal
International
Airport.”

Korean Air yesterday held a celebration
to showcase its innovative sky shop and
bar onboard its A380 fleet. The airline’s
A380 operations will begin on 17 June,
with the initial destinations being Tokyo,
Hong Kong, Bangkok, New York and Los

Busy buyers

Angeles. Five Korean Air A380s will enter
into operation in 2011 and a further five
between 2012 and 2014.
Heather Cho, senior vice president
catering & inflight sales, cabin service,

enabling passengers to experience them

hotel business, Korean Air, explained that

– to touch, feel and smell the products.

plans for the onboard shop and bar began

“We’re very dedicated to inflight duty free,”

Eric Leung,

six years ago. “I wanted to have a duty

added Cho. Korean Air also wanted to have

assistant buyer,

free showcase onboard to give a better

a feature bar and the bar lounge onboard

King Power Group

experience to passengers,” she said.

the airline’s A380s provides a unique

The sky shop will display key products,

experience for the passenger. Absolut
designed the bar, built for the show by
Circle Square, and has also created the
six drinks that will be served – all of which
are vodka-based. Additionally, the drinks
will be served by bartenders trained
by Absolut. The spectacular Korean Air
stand has attracted a lot of interest at the
show.

Stand C31

(Hong Kong)

“The show has
been very good,
as we have had
meetings with
a number of
suppliers. Being
here means I don’t
have to travel
around to meet
everyone and it’s
nice for everyone to
get together.”
TFWA DAILY – 15
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Secret of
success

Lateltin – makers of the Swiss chocolate

J Cortès Cigars international sales and

liqueur Cresta – are having discussions here

marketing director Jacques Calens

at the show about expanding sales into travel

said the Belgian cigar manufacturer is

retail and domestic markets in the Maldives,

developing a secret new product tailored

Malaysia, India and the Middle East. “We

for Asia.

are taking things one step at a time,” said

Calens said the Belgian cigar manufacturer

Martin Schneider, head of export. “We are a

has experienced +48% growth in the Asia

manufacturer with very high standards and

Pacific region this year. “For the first time

that’s what Switzerland is known for – quality,

we are developing a product specifically

not mass produced junk.”

for the market – it’s an cigar with an Asian

Schneider explained that Cresta is made with

taste. I’m convinced we can double our

real Swiss milk chocolate and its distinctive

sales with this.”

looking bottle has lettering printed using

He said the new cigar is scheduled to

product and the price. Our motto is: Try to

to be revealed flavour with an Asian

real gold, making it an attractive gift in travel

be launched in September. “We have

be different.”

aromatic taste.

retail. Cresta can be enjoyed on its own, or

discussed the new cigar with several

The cigar will feature three SKUs – pure

with ice, but it is a versatile liqueur that can

agents and they are impressed with the

tobacco, a vanilla flavour, and the yet

Stand F10

be mixed with vodka or rum.

Stand A5

Expansion
plans
Capella Industries CEO Jonas Dahlgren
said the Swedish watch manufacturer
is aiming to dramatically expand in
travel retail. Dahlgren explained that

Retail
expansion

duty free currently represents 5% of
the company’s sales, but he predicted it
would be nearer 15% by the end
of the year.
Dahlgren said: “Asia Pacific is a huge
region, including India and China, and

Scorpio Distributors is expecting to provide

our target is to be in 50 stores.”

products for 520 retail outlets by the

The Capella range includes Lambretta

end of the year and is targeting Asia for

watches and these are listed on 40 major

expansion. Scorpio already has more than

airlines. Its Ceilo Concept watches sell

popular with Middle East carriers,

partnership with a major airline after

200 international airline customers, including

for $56 – a saving of 25% on the price

including Etihad, Emirates and Qatar

discussions at the show.

Cathay Pacific, Emirates and British Airways.

in domestic market. Sales of its triple-

Airways. Dahlgren said Capella is now

Garry Stoner, director of sales, travel retail,

pack of watches have proven particularly

in the final stages of agreeing another

Stand B26

five pouches of its Domingo brand.

Domingo Natural, in an exclusive travel

they want a product without any additives.”

The flavours include menthol, coffee,

retail wooden box, has proven successful

cherry and strawberry. He explained that

in Japan. “A lot of people like it because

expects to reach 1,000 stores in the next five
years: “We want a considered approach – we
don’t want to open shop after shop and flood
the market.” The Scorpio stand features items
from the Pierre Cardin jewellery collection,
ranging in price from $20 to $100, plus watches
from Avalanche – $59 to $99 – and Aviator – $99
to $200. Stoner said the company’s exclusive

Roll
with it

travel retail products include the Just Scented
Bear Collection – with chocolate or a strawberry
aroma – which sell for $10. Stoner added: “We

Gryson is experiencing a boom in roll-

have consolidated our position with a lot of support

your-own tobacco in Asia Pacific travel

at the sharp-end, including our self-select displays

retail in countries including Japan.

and other merchandising support.”

Export manager Thomas Gryson said:

Stand K28

“With the price increases in cigarettes,
we are finding that people are coming to
roll-your-own and then they stay. People
smoke roll-your-own because they want
to be different. In Asia vanilla and menthol
are selling very well.”
The company launched a travel retail
exclusive last year with tins containing

16 – TFWA DAILY
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in the category. We sell around 1,000

Sparkling
memories

Beauty
innovation

products a month via three airlines.”

Riding high on the success of its Best New

“It really does work and all our claims are

Product Launch in Asia/Pacific at the DFNI

backed up by clinical research,” said Welch.

awards earlier this week, Talika is amazed

Indeed, all of Talika’s innovative products are

at the success it has found in travel retail.

born out of scientific or medical research.

“When we first entered the channel a few

Lipocils, which thickens, strengthens and

years ago we thought it would be a useful

curls the lashes, was developed from a

channel to build awareness and we weren’t

cream discovered by a doctor. “Our goal is to

really looking to make money from it,” said

create the "iPod" of cosmetics,” said Welch.

general manager Vanessa Welch. “However,

Check out the new novelties for baby soft

With a price point of US$350 in travel
retail, the product uses sophisticated light
technology to blitz fine lines and reduce
pigmentation – both key signs of ageing.

we have achieved so much that it is now

skin, plumper lips and whiter teeth on the

ideal for mums and daughters. The brainchild

a major focus for us. For instance, we

stand today.

of managing director Peggy Wu, each piece is

launched our Light Duo on Dragon Air last

designed to evoke happy memories.

July and we are now the best selling product

Stand F8

With an average price point of between
US$60-100, the range is affordable and the
feedback from buyers has been extremely
positive so far. “We expect around six of our

With a completely redesigned stand and a

partners to pick it up at first and the rest will

brand new fashion-inspired collection, Pica

follow,” said Lum.

LéLa is making huge strides in travel retail.

Within its refreshed jewellery range you can

The company has doubled its business over

find fashionable rose gold, coloured enamel,

the past year and is on track for similar

interesting new cutting techniques and

results going forwards.

crystals. However the star product in the

“If we keep up this momentum our efforts will

range is the woven rose gold plated mesh

take Pica LéLa to the next level,” said general

necklace, earring and bracelet set. Pica

manager Frank Lum.

LéLa may hold a lucky draw for this at the

Its all-new Pony collection, which features

end of the show due to high demand.

everything from pearl earrings featuring dainty
metal pony shapes to large pony pendants, is

Stand E18
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Fashion
meets
fragrance

history – our aim is to build on it,” said
Anthony Gambriasio of VAG. “It appeals to
sophisticated women aged 40 and over, and
as many people in the duty free industry
already know the brand well, we are receiving
some good feedback on this new product.”
Celebrity fans of the fashion brand
include Jennifer Lopez and Beyonce

Leonard haute couture is a favourite among

and now that Tribouillard’s daughter

style mavens around the world and now fans

has taken on a general manager

of the brand can enjoy a refreshed version of

role at the company, Gambriasio is

the popular Leonard Tamanga scent.

expecting exciting times ahead.

Exhibited by VAG, which has recently

VAG is also showing Jean Couturier Paris

acquired the license for Leonard fragrances,

Coriandre, which is another important focus

the updated version boasts packing designed

for the company.

by Leonard founder Daniel Tribouillard.
“We are not trying to cancel out the brand

Sapphire
success

Stand P4

As the leading jade jewellery brand in
duty free, Sun Jewelry is also focused on
building up its core range. A recent addition
is the Magic of Beauty set, which includes a
bracelet, pendant and earrings.
“Jade is a natural mineral which comes
from mountains in Burma,” said Tu. “In

Inspired by the giant sapphire engagement

Asian society it is worn by the Royal family

ring worn by the Duchess of Cambridge, Sun

to being good luck and good health. Our jade

Jewelry has created a stunning collection of

jewellery is selling extremely well on around

elegant sapphire necklaces.

60 airlines.”

“We only use high quality, pure gemstones,”
said Nicole Tu, brand & marketing specialist.

18 – TFWA DAILY
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Heady
fragrance

Ed Hardy, to belts and watches.”
To Be will be priced in line with entry
level fragrances in the Police range and
will sell for around $23 in travel retail for
a 40ml bottle and $33 for 75ml.
Mavive’s new Zippo fragrance recaptures

Making
peanuts

the flair of the famous American lighter
Mavive Spa has launched a new

brand and features a rechargable

Al Fustaq Food Stuff – whose products

addition to its Police fragrance range

fragrance bottle. Riva said duty free

ingredients range from peanuts to gold

– a distinctive skull-shaped bottle

accounted for 15% of Mavive’s sales and

– are moving into domestic markets

containing the new scent To Be.

he expected both lines to be available in

after building up their business in

International sales manager Emanuele

travel retail by the end of the year.

travel retail. MD Dr Purshottam

Riva said: “The skull is an iconic design
in fashion – it’s used on everything from

Stand L30

Kanchan said the company currently
has $10 million turnover and $7 million
comes from duty free sales – the rest
is from its new high street markets

Two-brand
strategy

in India.
Chupa Chups, both of which are, of

Al Fustaq brands has a diverse range

course, global brands. “Chupa Chups

that includes everything from a $1

and Mentos Chewing Gum are the

for a packet of Nutty Nuts – to $30

clear winners for us in Asia Pacific,”

for its Extreme Luxe Bruijn Gold Box

commented Laros. “Mega Chups is our big

– embellished with edible 24 carat

winner always. Our products really drive

gold flakes. The company has its main

Perfetti van Melle Global Travel Retail

footfall into shops. Gifts-with-purchase

office and factory in Dubai and another

reports a very good show, with lots of

are really key to our promotions.”

production plant in India.

good appointments. “The attendance

New products at the show include the

Dr Kanchan said Al Fustaq has had

has been very high, which expresses

Flower Bouquet, which contains two Chupa

talks this week about expanding its

the optimism in travel retail in general

Chups. Also new is the Chupa Chups

and this region in particular,” said Mark

Surprise Travel Pack, which includes four

Laros, director global travel retail. “We

Chupa Chups, each with its own surprise

are meeting existing and new customers,

toy. There are 12 different surprises,

and building our distribution.”

making them a perfect collector’s item.

He explained that the company has a
clear two-brand strategy – Mentos and

Creating
classics

Stand N3

travel retail sales into Hong Kong,
Bangladesh, Malaysia, and China.
He had talks with distributors in the
United States, Germany, and Singapore.

Stand N2

Alexander Distilleria Bottega is using the
show to improve brand awareness in Asia
Pacific – especially among the young.
President Sandro Bottega, who is the
third generation of his family to run the
business, said the company had enjoyed
remarkable success in the region with
a +58% increase in duty free sales at
Singapore’s Changi Airport last year.
“We try to make products that are
luxury, but our philosophy is you
get value for your money. We make
classical products – it’s like Chanel
No5 – our wines will always be
in production,” said Bottega.
New lines on display at the show are
Amarone Della Valpolicella in a leather
case and label which sells for $140 and
a 200ml Bottega Gold which retails at
$6.50 in duty free.

Stand J9

Asian
focus

“We are also working with selfconsumption products, such as the Sweet
Moments line, which comes in a variety of
flavours,” said Dige.
He continued: “Our strategy for the
future includes a huge focus on Asia

Business is going very well for Anthon

and the Middle East. We have a focus

Berg in Asia Pacific, according to

on promotions and gifts-with-purchase.

Peter Dige, travel retail director. The

It is about offering something special

confectionery company (exhibiting on

for the customer. 90% of confectionery

the Focus Network Agencies (Singapore)

purchases are impulse buys – we need

stand) is introducing new products, such

to catch the shopper’s eye. Promotions

as the Affection range of chocolate truffles.

drive sales.”

This includes a nougat version and a
version with berries.

Stand N18
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Great expectations
Pandora Jewellery’s entry into the

concept shops at Singapore Changi Airport.

duty free market two years ago has far

Pandora well-known “affordable luxury”

exceeded its projected growth figures.

charms for bracelets have a wide price

Julian Mullins, travel retail director, said:

range starting at $25 and include a 14 carat

“Travel retail is a growing percentage,

gold diamond piece at $1,000. “Pandora as a

but it’s a totally new venture for the

brand is much more than just charms. We’ve

company and the amount of growth is far

always had a variety of other products like

exceeding our expectations and budgets.”

watches in our stores,” said Mullins.

Mullins said the company is already in
discussions with most major airports in

Stand A18

the Asia Pacific region and already has two

Intelligent
approach
Tintamar’s selection of Intelligent Daily
Bags has received an encouraging
reception from visitors to the stand during
the first two days of this year’s exhibition.
The company’s current strategy is to push
its limited edition and seasonal products
within the travel retail sector, as Edith
Petit, founder & CEO, explained. “We are
planning on developing four collections
per season,” she added. A range of

italian
style

First
time
success

are more looking at our accessories.” Shivji

colours for each selection will also be

said the company was very well established,

introduced on a regular basis to keep the

with prestigious clients, and was committed

product offering fresh.

to success. “We are checking if our

“It really has been very positive and

potential partners have that same DNA. It is

everyone has enjoyed the new collections

Exhibiting for the first time in

not a decision we will take haphazardly.”

and the new products that we have,” Petit

Singapore, Jacobsens Bakery – which

The Brioni fashion house has been in the

Duty free manager Antonio Pipitone said

said. “All of the products have simple

specialises in cookie products – is

unusual position of turning away potential

Brioini was “bombarded” with enquiries when

functionalities and they are very well

already reaping the benefits, with new

business at the show as it strives to find the

it attended TFWA World Exhibition in Cannes

suited to travel retail.”

listings being lined up as a result of

highest standards of excellence as it moves

and had already turned down a potential

While Tintamar currently has a range

meetings this week.

its luxury collection into travel retail.

partner at Singapore this week. “We want

of products listed on more than

The company is well established in the

Product manager F.P. Shivji said: “We are

our move into travel retail to be a big success

40 airlines, plans are in place for

domestic market and Asia Pacific is a

new to this and the start is going to be slow.

and it is just a question of taking the right

further expansion, with Thailand in

particularly important region for the

We are not going to put our suits and jackets

decision,” he said.

particular identified as a key area for

Danish company, accounting for 26% of

growth in the Asia Pacific region.

overall sales.

into duty free – that’s our core business – we

Stand F26

Stand H10

While the company is already present
at airports in Copenhagen, the
Philippines, Shanghai and Zhuhai, new

Designed
to please

said La Perlina was less sweet than some

formats of its cookie products have

other chocolates in the Guylian range. The

been developed for travel retail to help

new chocolates were launched in time for

to further expand its products.

the Chinese New Year after being sampled

“Duty free is a new market for us,

by one million people at the World Expo in

so we are extremely interested in

Shanghai.

getting in contact with knowledgeable

Guylian’s best performer in travel retail

retailers, agents, airports and

remains its seashell range which accounts

operators in this region,” said Jan

for 65% of sales. Candries said the

Jacobsen, managing director.

Singapore show had been an opportunity

“From what we have done in travel

to grow its duty free sales with its existing

retail already in this short space of

partners. These include China Duty Free

time, we have been very successful. We

and he said their partnership was benefiting

want to take this experience and apply

from the creation of new airport terminals

it to the whole region.”

with increased retail space.

Bo Keller, export manager, added:

Travel retail accounts for around 12% of

“We have a lot to offer travel retail, in

Belgian chocolaterie Guylian has used

Guylian’s revenue and Candries said among

terms of eye-catching products that

the show to promote its new La Perlina

their best performing customers was Korean

are different, and also products that

range which has been specially designed

Airlines, which sells up to 4,000 units a month.

offer good margin potential.”

Stand K10

Stand Q7

to appeal to the Asian market. Export and
travel retail director Steven Candries
20 – TFWA DAILY
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“Asia Pacific is a focus area for us and

been developed alongside BMW, as well

Polarised
innovation

we really want to expand in this area,”

as the Best Under the Sun range.

explained Eva Dudek, marketing project

Referring to the plans for expansion in

manager, 3D - online - travel retail.

the region, Dudek explained: “We are

Among the latest products being

very strong in the Nordics, in the UK

presented are the Suncovers, which

and in other European countries. We

Appearing at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

are sunglasses that can be worn over

are also quite strong in the Middle East

ONE2ONE for the first time, Polaroid

prescription glasses. As with all of

and now we are aiming to grow in

Eyewear is showcasing a range of its

the Polaroid products, they also boast

Asia Pacific.

latest shades as it seeks to break new

polarised lenses. Also being presented

ground in the region.

is a new collection of shades, which has

Stand M5

Emerging
markets

Hershey's
strategy

Scandinavian Tobacco Group has had a week of

Hershey’s has ambitious plans for further

back-to-back meetings so far as the company

development in the travel retail market.

makes the most of its first appearance at TFWA

As the company is already well established

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

in Asia Pacific, Patrick Ryan Y. Pantangco,

“People are very excited about the new

customer marketing manager, world travel

products, especially the Café Crème Filter

retail, explained that further expansion is

& Flavour, which is a new concept within

being pursued. “We’ve got a good presence in

the industry,” explained Patrick Zhang,

this region and our partners here are already

international business manager.

looking to expand their business with us,” he

While the company’s cigars and pipe

said. As a relative newcomer to the travel

tobacco brands are already well recognised

retail market, Hershey’s is currently pushing

on an intercontinental level, Zhang

for a bigger presence in Europe. “We have to

explained that the focus is on increasing

be there, and we’re working on establishing a
foothold,” Pantangco said.
Referring to the meetings the company has
had so far, Pantangco added: “Our first aim
was to meet our existing customers and we

French
revolution

penetration in the emerging markets, with
Indonesia and China being singled out as
holding significant potential. The company’s
pipe tobacco products, such as Borkum Riff
and Clan, are world leaders in the domestic

have done that, but we also had about half a

market, and Zhang outlined his view that “pipe

dozen new enquiries on the first day alone.”

tobacco is the next big thing in duty free”.

Stand P10

French rugby world cup legend Olivier

– their phone instantly provides them with

Magne has shown how 21st century

a video. This can range from a tour of the

technology can revolutionise the way

vineyards or chateau where the grapes were

traditional French wine is bought – in just a

grown – to an interview with the wine maker.

few seconds.

Magne said: “We are the first to do this in

Magne, who is an associate of new exhibitor

the world. When you buy a wine you can find

Peuch et Besse, demonstrated how travel

a lot more information and it will improve

retail consumers can uncover a wealth of

the way you make your choice.” He added

information on a range of wines with their

that the flash code also provides important

smart phones. First the customer downloads

written facts and information about the

an app which allows them to scan a flash

product for both customers and staff to get a

code below the bottle.

thorough understanding of the wine.

For example, If they select a 126 grand cru
– in the One Wine One Winemaker range

Stand D6

Stand P5

Iconic chocolates
Neuhaus’ brand new addition to the City

premium chocolatier in the region”.

Collection – Singapore – has attracted a lot

Neuhaus’ strongest region in terms of

of attention from buyers at this year’s show.

sales continues to be Europe – in fact a

The specially created 16-piece box features

new Neuhaus shop is opening this week

iconic images of Singapore and the company

at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol – but the

has received “excellent feedback” this

increasingly strong economy in Asia Pacific

week, according to Philip Geeraert, director

has highlighted the region as being central

international sales.

to future development.

The Belgian company is also presenting the

“The economy is going well here and I think

new Neuhaus Collection products to visitors

for years to come, a lot of the big trade will

to its stand.

be in this region, as well as maybe South

While Neuhaus is already well represented

America,” Geeraert said. “The potential

in the Asia Pacific region, Geeraert

here is unbelievable.”

explained that the long-term aim is to
establish the company as “the leading

Stand P9
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balanced, but we’re now placing more focus
and expectation on non-aeronautical and
commercial revenues.”
With the new commercial strategy, the
aim is for non-aeronautical income to
eventually account for as much as 70% of
overall revenue.
Highlighting the reasoning behind the
introduction of separate commercial
categories, the legacy terminal at KLIA
will focus on premium and high-end

TAX FREE WORLD
ASSOCIATION
63, Rue de la boétie
75008 Paris France
Tel : +33 1 40 74 09 86
Fax : +33 1 40 74 09 85

offerings, while KLIA 2 will have a medium
to high-end brand mix, to appeal to both
leisure passengers and the surrounding
community. In order to ensure that the new
terminal satisfies passenger demands,
detailed market research focusing on
customer segmentation and purchasing
behaviour was also conducted, ahead of the

ALAIN MAINGREAUD
Managing Director
a.maingreaud@tfwa.com
cecile lamotte
Marketing Director
c.lamotte@tfwa.com

tender process opening.
01

‘The change platform’

Malaysia
Airports’
innovative
commercial
strategy

The construction of KLIA 2 is largely a
result of the ongoing expansion of AirAsia
and its low-cost subsidiary, AirAsia X.
The new terminal will replace the existing
temporary Low-Cost Carrier Terminal
(LCCT), which was introduced in 2006
and is expected to handle its capacity of
15 million passengers by the end
of this year.
In correlation with the continued rise in
passenger numbers, Malaysia Airports
passenger to increase further. While the
average passenger passing through KLIA
currently spends RM36 (US$12), the

the differing needs and demands of the
passengers passing through each of the
company’s 39 Malaysian airports, four
separate commercial models have been
developed: Lifestyle, Leisure, Community
and Corporate Responsibility.
While the Lifestyle model focuses on
providing a new and innovative airport

leisure destinations. The Community and
Corporate Responsibility airports also boast
commercial offerings specifically tailored to
suit the respective passenger profiles.
22 – TFWA DAILY
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ROSS FALCONER
Editor
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low-cost carriers, KLIA 2 will be far from

ryan@pps-publications.com

low-cost itself and this is epitomised
by the commercial facilities that are
currently being developed. The terminal
itself will cover an area of 240,000sqm,
and 50,000sqm of this floor space will be
entirely dedicated to retail and F&B.
“KLIA 2 is very important to this
(commercial strategy) and it will be the
change platform,” Khairuddin said. “We’re
learning to invest in this area and in a big
organisation like this you really have to

FAYE rowe
Fashion & Beauty Editor
faye@pps-publications.com

JENNY RAYNER
Sales Director
jenny@pps-publications.com

RICHARD JENDE
Head Designer
richard@pps-publications.com

“A ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach really

corporate governance but we’re learning

VICTORIA WILKINSON
Designer

doesn’t apply and it’s all about migration

to take some calculated business risks in

victoria@pps-publications.com

of best practice,” explained Khairuddin.

the commercial side of the business as

“Currently our aeronautical and non-

well, which is why we’ve developed this

aeronautical revenue streams are

growth strategy for the long-term.”

02

01 Khairuddin: “Currently our aeronautical
and non-aeronautical revenue streams are
balanced, but we’re now placing more focus
and expectation on non-aeronautical and
commercial revenues.”
02 Malaysia Airports has developed four
separate commercial models – Lifestyle,
Leisure, Community and Corporate
Responsibility – to ensure that the
commercial offer suits the respective
airport’s passenger profile.

experience, the Leisure model has
been developed for the airports serving

PAUL HOGAN
Managing Director

Although the new terminal will cater for

sell your convictions. We’re very strong in

Extending far beyond KLIA and recognising

ian@pps-publications.com

RYAN GHEE
DAN HOGAN
Assistant Editors

by 2014.

The importance of commercial
development is highlighted by its
inclusion as one of three key areas –
alongside traffic growth and service
excellence – in Malaysia Airports’ fiveyear plan to 2014.

IAN HILL
Publisher

is also expecting the average spend per

aim is for this to rise to RM50 (US$16.70)

As Malaysia Airports pursues its five-year ‘Runway
to Success’ business plan to establish Kuala
Lumpur International Airport (KLIA) as the ‘Next
Generation Hub’, a specific commercial strategy
has been developed to increase the revenue share
derived from non-aeronautical sources. Ryan
Ghee spoke to Faizah Khairuddin, senior general
manager, commercial, Malaysia Airports.
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Narita Airport
In Tuesday’s issue of the TFWA Daily, we
incorrectly reported that Narita Airport is set
to accommodate 300,000 passengers by 2014
– that figure should have read 300,000 slots.
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